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Abstract
Digital Human Models (DHM) are used in digital mockups to identify human factor problems in design and assembly. Present 
applications are mostly limited to the posture, biomechanics, reach and simple visibility analysis and they are mostly developed 
for independent simulations that are mostly hand crafted by designers. Our aim is to develop natural simulations using vision as a 
feedback agent for performing any postural simulations similar to humans. In this paper, the work presented is limited to 
demonstrating active vision based feedback for a typical hand reach task without using inverse kinematics. The proposed concept 
takes into account of previously developed vision and hand modules and describes an integration methodology such that both 
modules can work in tandem providing feedback and feed forward mechanisms. The scheme primarily utilizes vision module that 
acts similar to human eyes by providing spatial information about hand and object in workspace. Similar to retinal projection, the 
workspace object and the model of DHM hand is geometrically projected over the grid and the relative positions are computed in 
terms of grid-cells. The computed relative positions are used to compute a vector direction that is provided as a feedback to hand 
for guiding it towards object. The hand module independently is capable of natural grasping and visual feedback is used for 
motion guidance. The implementation shown in this paper is limited to monocular vision and two-dimensional hand movement
as a proof of concept. This scheme is used to demonstrate a scenario where DHM is successfully able guide the hand and point it 
to a given object. The presented model finally shows vision as a guiding agent for hand reach simulations. It can be used for 
planning and placement of workspace objects to enhance human task performance.
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1. Introduction
Vision is important for processing information about the spatial location of objects and object characteristics such 
as shape, size, weight and texture. Reaching for an object in visual space is a simple process that involves bringing 
hand closer to an object by using visual feedback as a guiding medium. For visual tasks, reach would include 
moving the head-eye complex so as to align the target location at the fovea of the eye and to bring the images to the 
focus in a binocular vision scenario [1,2,3].
Reach is the step when parts of the body move in the free space to assume some desired configuration with 
respect to the parts/objects in the scene. The mathematical framework of direct and inverse kinematics, path 
planning, collision avoidance etc. is the support available in the existing literature for their use in DHM. However 
the contexts of variable functional kinematic structure, purposeful grasping etc. are the challenges that are still 
unresolved in literature. Unlike robotics where manipulations are predominantly point referenced, human activities 
are object referenced. Hence the computational paradigm is inherently fuzzy and iterative. Moreover, real life man-
machine interaction not only involves errors in decision making but also errors in execution which affects his 
performance. For visual tasks, reach would include moving the head-eye complex so as to align the target location at 
the fovea of the eye and to bring the images to the focus in a binocular vision scenario.
Modelling and simulation of such tasks require a close integration of visual and manual feedback, for which the 
present state of art in human simulation technology - the digital human models (DHM), provides valuable but very 
limited information. It is not possible to design and simulate tasks and evaluate the human performance, which is
highly dependent on operator’s visual capabilities. Thus, the possibilities of providing sensory assistance to DHM 
opens up new opportunities towards simulation of natural performance for automatic identification of issues in a 
given work scenario [4].
In this paper we have presented an “active” vision based scenario to demonstrate visually guided simple hand 
reach for simulation of reach movements. The model takes its inspiration from the way human performs reach using 
active visual feedback and hand feed forward mechanisms. Our scheme is based on three interconnected modules 
viz. vision, hand and cognition. The vision module takes account of central and peripheral vision and provides 
feedbacks in terms of spatial location of object and hand located in visual workspace. The hand module consists of a 
basic hand model capable of movement across a plane on the basis of input obtained in terms of direction vectors. 
The cognition module has the central role of planning and execution of hand movement on the basis of visual 
feedback. A primitive task is simulated to show that this presented model is successfully able guide the hand and 
point it to a given object. In section 2 we discuss the relevant literature about reach modelling in existing human 
simulation systems. In section 3 we describe the newly developed active vision based reach framework and data-
structure of a variable resolution cube-grid acting as receptor surface for sampling of spatial information in DHM 
vision model. In section 4, we present simulations and results based on functional implementation of discussed 
framework. Conclusions to the presented work are presented in section 5.
2. Literature
Being a part of complex social system, humans constantly interact with each other and surroundings [5]. Hence 
maintaining sustainability and cost effectiveness is a desirable goal while designing any such system. Understanding 
and modeling the human behavior can effectively help in responding and adapting to the uncertainties that may arise 
while dealing with humans and the materials. In order to maximize human performance the elements of purpose, 
people, structure, techniques and information must be coordinated and integrated appropriately [6,7]. Human 
behavior and performance in any given system is based on biomechanical, physiological, and psychological 
capabilities of the human [8]. For any kind of interaction human vision, is the primary channel for processing 
perceptual information. Under human visual system capabilities, biomechanical includes head and eye 
anthropometry that act as the primary sources for sensory spatial information; physiological includes the eyes and 
brain with their combined ability to collect visible spatial information; and psychological, involves processing, 
interpretation and response generation based on the knowledge and experience of humans. Different phases in 
human performance include spatial searching, object recognition and localization, reaching to grasp, manipulation of 
objects, evaluation of the task progress, and completion [9,10]. Traditional methods for design and evaluation of 
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such systems include experimental strategies, ethnographic design, and behavioral observation; open ended 
interviews, etc [11]. However, generally these studies are regionally confined and it is not feasible every time to 
assess the interaction of a large human population with system for testing each and every aspect of design.
In recent times, moving away from traditional design process and using Digital Human Models (DHM) for
virtual simulations of human interaction with the product has helped the designers significantly. DHM technology 
comprises of computer generated human simulation medium that is primarily used for simulation and visualization 
and assessment of human tasks in a virtual workspace [12]. This technology offers human factors and ergonomics 
specialists the promise of an efficient means to simulate a large variety of ergonomics issues early in the design of 
products and manufacturing workstations. With this advanced technology, human factors issues are assessed in 
virtual digital prototype of workstation with digital human model. Most products and manufacturing work settings 
are specified and designed by using sophisticated computer-aided design (CAD) systems. By integrating a 
computer-rendered avatar (or humanoid) and the CAD-rendered graphics of a prospective workspace, one can 
simulate issues regarding who can fit, reach, see, manipulate, and so on [12,13]. The implementation of digital 
human model reduces and sometimes eliminates the requirement of dummy model, cardboard manikin, 2D drawings 
and even real human trial in expensive physical mock-ups [14]. This technology has reduced the design time, cycle 
time and cost of designing new products along with improvements in quality, production, operation and 
maintenance costs.
In past few decades, lot of work had been done in the area of posture and hand modeling. Being a relatively new 
area of research and development current DHM applications are mostly dominant towards whole body posture and 
biomechanical analysis used for simulations of material handling tasks mostly dominated in the areas of automotive 
production, assembly line simulations and vehicle safety [15,16]. Hand modeling and its interaction with objects 
often requires a realistic simulation of the hand-object interaction and a reliable estimation of performance. For 
grasping and reach simulations hand model specific approaches have been developed [17,18]. In [19,20], authors 
have shown usage performance, usage durations, and the handling (grasp) qualities of hand held devices. In [21], 
authors have developed Grasp quality Index that can be used for estimation of finger reach for a given element. All 
these approaches concentrate in the area of reach and grasp modeling and most don’t take care of human 
performance related applications.
Human performance in any given task-workspace is based on biomechanical, physiological, and psychological 
capabilities of an operator8 where vision plays an important role in by providing spatial characteristics of visual 
space and frame of body. While interacting with workspace objects, visual information is either received directly 
while interacting with tools, reading text, etc. or indirectly by seeing things through monitors, microscopes, etc. 
There are several factors that determine visual capabilities of the operator and the effectiveness of corresponding 
tasks. The most important one include operator’s FoV, visual acuity and accommodation capabilities. For modeling 
and simulation of vision dependent tasks, the present DHM tools are mostly limited to symmetric FoV cones and 
line of sight based passive visibility analysis. For instance, in [12] JACK has been used to evaluate vehicle 
dashboard visibility and driver’s visual field using the uniform Field of Vision (FoV) cones. In [22] similar FoV 
cones are used to assess direct exterior vision of a postal delivery vehicle driver. Similar uniform FoV based vision 
analysis tools are available in other DHMs like Humancad/SAMMIE, RAMSIS, etc. For simulation of traditional 
assembly tasks active and continuous visual feedback is required during alignment and fastening phases. Vision 
plays a key role in precision assembly tasks and requires a close integration of visual and manual feedback. For 
simulation of such tasks, the present state of art in DHM technology provides valuable but very limited information. 
Hence it is not possible to design and simulate tasks and evaluate the human performances that are highly dependent 
on operator’s visual capabilities. 
Our primary aim is to use and simulate DHMs, digital hand models, and vision models for natural human 
simulations such that usability tests for human performance can be developed in the early phases of system 
development in order to save cost and labor. For this purpose there is a need to combine these independent models 
into a single high level framework that can work in tandem to perform human tasks without needing any handmade
tinkering. Literature related to human behavior modeling generally talks about the approaches to combine 
anthropometric models and cognitive modeling. Using such models, the natural human simulations can be achieved 
using a DHM in a virtual environment [23,24]. In [25,26], the authors have considered cognitive aspects of behavior 
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in human simulations. The existing independent models have been taken up by industry and commercial products 
since they produce stable results that match with humans. But developing the interdependent modules on the basis of 
these independent models are not yet mature enough, hence the industry uptake is very limited. Our aim is to 
develop a human behavior model where vision model can be as a feedback agent for performing any postural 
simulations similar to humans. In this paper, the work presented is limited to demonstrating active vision based 
feedback for hand reach task that is discussed further.
3. Vision guided hand reach simulations
There are several motion simulation approaches that have been followed to produce reach and grasp motions. In 
general these techniques can be divides into two types as described by Weeber [27]. First kind is artificial animation 
where the designer usually imagines the desired motion before running the simulation. These techniques include key 
posture interpolation and frame based interpolation. In a key posture based simulation, the designer provides key 
postures and for motion the successive frames are calculated by interpolation [28]. In frame based animation, the 
motion is animated by applying inverse kinematics to each frame of the motion given by designer [29]. Several 
more advanced techniques like Motion Blending and Functional Regression have also been developed on the similar 
grounds [30,31]. Second kind is automated simulations that generally produce natural and human like behaviors. 
The system per se generates the motion based on designer’s input in form of some basic human attributes. The 
motion generated is automated and user knows less about what motion should result. Some techniques involve 
manual and artificial inverse kinematics based methods [32,33]. For cohesive and modular development of 
simulations, Reed et al proposed an approach where motion simulation is achieved by interconnected small and 
individual modules like task-oriented head and eye movement, posture balancing, etc [34]. We have followed 
similar technique to demonstrate vision guided hand reach simulations. The scheme utilizes two modules viz. vision 
model and hand model that have been developed by the authors. We have shown a use case where vision model can 
provide feedback to the hand model for guided motion towards an object. Fig. 1 shows the data flow architecture of 
proposed scheme. The modules are described as follows.
3.1. Vision model
Sen. et. al. [35,36] introduced a DHM vision modeling framework for performing gaze-dependent FoV based 
workspace visibility analysis and object legibility analysis. Based on a 3D scanned human head, this model 
computes realistic gaze-dependent field of view (FoV) with respect to location of pupil and the facial features. The 
FoV is further divided into central and peripheral vision that simulates human acuity dependent vision for DHM. 
The analysis done using this model is based on actual human visual parameters that can be personalized across 
population and workspace objects. The computational framework behind this model relies on a uniform cube-grid 
having 6 faces. It integrates a unit-cube representation of a 360 direction with each face covering 90. In [36], the 
uniform resolution cube-grid from35, was enhanced to a variable resolution cube-grid. The resolution was taken is 
Fig. 1. Data Flow architecture of Vision Guided Hand Reach.
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Fig. 2. Visual output of Cube-Grid for the sentence,“The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”, of height 1.8 cm, when shown at a distance 
of 1 m, where the point of fixation is at first letter “T” [36].
similar to human acuity resolution, such that information projected on the cube-grid can be sampled similar to 
human retinal sampling. To simplify the model, the FoV is quantified into three regions viz. central (2º FoV), 
medium (2º to 20º FoV), and peripheral (beyond 20º). As an standard for each region, an average human acuity of 
1.0, 0.3 and 0.1 was taken respectively. Fig. 2 shows the visual output of Cube-Grid for the sentence, “The quick 
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”, of height 1.8 cm, when shown at a distance of 1 m, where the point of fixation 
is at first letter “T” located in the central vision and remaining sentence stretches till the peripheral vision. 
In this work we have divided FoV into two regions central FoV ranging within 2º and peripheral FoV beyond 2º. 
A 3D model of hand and an object located in DHM workspace are geometrically projected on the cube-grid that acts 
as the receptor surface. The object of interest remains located in central vision region and hand can be located in any 
part of FoV. For the purpose of computation of a direction vector ‘D’, the center of object is considered as origin 
and is denoted by ‘O’. To compute the location of projected hand on the retinal surface, mean of occupied cells is 
taken as position ’H’. Hence vector ‘D’ is denoted is difference of vector ‘O’ and vector ‘H’. The vector provides a 
guiding direction to the hand.
3.2. Hand model
Sen. et. al.17 developed a systematic hand manipulation schemes using the concept of relational description 
which is abstract (non-numeric) and yet precise; it can be used for describing hand-object interaction pattern using 
any hand model. The hand model is developed using 3D scan of a real human hand. The hand model is capable of 
performing six degrees of freedom motion dominant reorientation for grasping and force dominant behavior for slip 
prevention grasp. For the current work, we have considered monocular vision model and hence limited the hand 
motion in two dimension perspective parallel to the eye plane. For motion, the hand takes an input feedback in terms 
of direction vector ‘D’ computed by vision model and produces a motion in the same direction. The step size of 
distance is provided as a user input. Upon completion of a step, the position of hand and object is recomputed by the 
vision model and vector ‘D’ is recomputed for feedback. If the complete hand or a part of hand falls under central 
FoV the reach algorithm stops and hand interaction related methods are called further. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of 
steps followed in performing proposed reach simulation.
Fig. 3. Flow chart of instructions followed in Vision Guided Hand Reach.
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4. Simulation results
For the purpose of simple simulation we have considered a task that reaching towards an object located in visual
field. The object is located in front of DHM head and the hand is located in the periphery as shown in Fig. 4. In first 
step the visibility of object and its position on the visual grid is computed. Fig. 4a shows the highlighted object 
whose position is computed as vector O. In second step the hand is projected on the vision model that computed its 
position vector H with respect to object O as shown in Fig. 4b. Vector ‘D’ is computed on the basis of location of 
hand and object (Fig. 4c). This vector is given as an input to the hand model. In the current case Vector ‘D’ 
represents a straight line along negative X axis and hence the direction coordinates given to hand model as input are 
(-1.0, 0.0, 0.0). The step size is chosen as 20 units. In next step the hand is shifted in direction of vector ‘D’ by 20 
units (Fig. 4d). The reach procedure starts again at this step and position of object and new position of hand H’ is 
computed. In this case since a part hand is already inside central FoV, some of the cells occupied by projection of 
hand come under central FoV. At this stage the reach algorithm stops.
5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have shown a methodology to achieve natural human behavior by integrating a cognitive vision 
model with anthropometric hand model. The work however is limited to demonstrating active vision based feedback 
for a typical hand reach task without using inverse kinematics. The presented model takes into account of our
previously developed vision and hand modules and describes an integration methodology such that both modules 
can work in tandem providing feedback and feed forward mechanisms. The scheme shown primarily utilizes vision 
module and hand module. Vision model gathers spatial information about hand and object in workspace and 
computes the position and a vector direction from pointing hand to object. The hand module independently is 
capable of natural grasping. For reach visual vector direction is used as a feedback for motion guidance. The 
implementation shown in this paper is limited to monocular vision and two-dimensional hand movement as a proof
Fig. 4. Vision guided hand simulations.
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of concept. This scheme is used to demonstrate a scenario where DHM is successfully able guide the hand and point 
it to a given object. The presented concept demonstrates a natural behavior using vision as a guiding agent for hand 
reach simulations. It can be used for planning and placement of workspace objects to enhance human task 
performance. In future we plan to integrate binocular vision model along with three dimensional hand models to 
simulate reach related tasks in any given workspace.
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